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Supplies: 
 Stamp Sets: Nothing’s Better Than #152507, bundle #154061
 Cardstock:  Early Espresso #119686, Pool Party #122924, Just Jade #153079, 

Magenta Madness #153080, Granny Apple Green #146990, Mango Melody #146989, 
Real Red #102482, Whisper White #100730

 Ink:  Tuxedo Black Memento #132708, Early Espresso #147114, Granny Apple Green 
#147095, Mango Melody #147093, Magenta Madness #153117, Just Jade #153115

 Tools & Accessories: Stamparatus #146276, Love You More Than dies #152698, Take 
You Pick tool #144107

 Designer Paper:  In Good Taste #152494
 Misc: Stampin’ Dimensionals #104430, Multipurpose Liquid Glue #110755, Adhesive 

Sheets #152334

Measurements:  
 Card Base:  Early Espresso 5 ½ x 8 ½ and folded at 4 ¼
 Designer Paper:  In Good Taste 4 x 5 ¼, cut at 1 ¼, for the bottom, just turn over the 

DSP.  I used the tile piece with the wood on the back.
 Inside Whisper White 4 x 5 ¼ 

 



Instructions:
 Fold base and burnish with Bone Folder.
 Cut the designer paper at 1 ¼.  Glue the tile piece to the top of the base.  Turn paper 

over to the wood side and glue to the bottom.  Butt paper up against itself.
 Cut out all words, LOVE YOU MORE THAN, and COFFEE from Early Espresso card 

stock.  Cover the back of the card stock with Adhesive Sheets for easy adhering!  Use 
the Love You More Than dies.

 Stamp the coffee cups in Memento ink on scraps of Real Red, Mango Melody, Granny 
Apple Green, Magenta Madness, Just Jade, and Pool Party.  Cut these out with the 
dies.  Add Stampin’ Dimensionals to the backs.

 Assemble by adding the stack of coffee cups.  Determine where you want the single cup
and stamp the smoke above that area with Memento.  Add that cup.  Fill in with the 
words.  Just take the backing off and add.  I found the Take Your Pick tool very useful.

 Arrange the words on the Stamparatus and stamp in Early Espresso.
 To make a mask of the coffee cup, stamp the cup on a sticky note and cut out.
 Begin at the left and stamp the first cup in Memento and color the inside with Granny 

Apple Green ink.  Add mask.  Stamp the next cup and fill in the Mango Melody color, 
change mask to cover this cup, stamp cup and color in with Magenta Madness, change 
the mask to cover this cup, stamp and fill in with Just Jade.




